Troy and the Trojan War

Linear B tablets as evidence of political structure (wanax, warriors)
Brad Pitt
Homer, poet who lived in the eight century B.C.
Heinrich Schliemann
Hisarlik
Date of Trojan War, 1184 B.C.
Boars-Tusk Helmet
Troy II, ca. 2600-2200 B.C.
Two-handed cup
Owl Vases
Priam’s Treasure
Troy VI, ca. 1500-1300 B.C.
Troy VII, ca. 1300-1190 B.C.

Non-essential terms (these will never appear as IDs on a quiz or test)
Hittite Documents
Ahhiyawa—Acheaens (the way Greeks are described in Homer)
Taruisa (Troy)
Alaksandu (ALEXANDROS, i.e. Paris)